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Abstract

This paper examines causality between the series of returns and transaction vol�

umes in high frequency data� The dynamics of both series is restricted to transitions

between a �nite number of states� Depending on the state selection criteria� this ap�

proach approximates the dynamics of varying market regimes� or in a broader sense

re�ects the time varying heterogeneity of traders behavior� Our analysis is based on

returns and volumes represented by Markov chains with constant or time varying

transition probabilities� We derive methods to estimate the transition probabilities�

the long run equilibrium probability� and the instantaneous speed of adjustments� The

limiting transition probability approximates the average proportion of time spent by

the processes in a given state whereas the adjustment speed reveals the frequency of

stock market �uctuations between states� The univariate return series is examined

to identify varying market regimes and determine the impact of state speci�cation

on temporal dependence� In the bivariate framework we investigate comovements be�

tween volumes and transaction prices� and propose tests for Granger causality� The

trade size threshold yielding a dichotomous process featuring maximum volume�price

causality is proposed as a volume classi�cation criterion� We apply our methods to

the Alcatel stock data recorded in real and calendar time� and discuss implications

of the sampling frequency�
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R�esum�e

Causalit	e entre rendements

et volumes de transactions


Ce papier s
int�eresse �a la causalit�e entre rendements et volumes sur donn�ees haute�

fr�equence� La dynamique de ces s�eries est restreinte �a un nombre �ni d
�etats et les

processus sont repr�esent�es par des chaines de Markov avec une matrice de transition

qui peut etre constante ou fonction du temps� Nous introduisons des proc�edures

statistiques pour estimer les probabilit�es de transition� l
�equilibre de long terme et

la vitesse instantan�ee� La distribution stationnaire fournit des renseignements sur

le temps moyen pass�e dans chaque �etat tandis que la vitesse d
ajustement r�ev�ele

l
importance des �uctuations entre �etats� Dans le cadre de la sp�eci�cation multivari�ee�

nous analysons de facon pr�ecise les comouvements entre volumes et prix dans le but

de mettre en �evidence des r�egimes de transactions re�etant l
h�et�erog�en�eit�e des in�

vestisseurs� Nous e�ectuons en particulier une analyse causale compl�ete� L
approche

est �nalement appliqu�ee aux donn�ees de cotations correspondant au titre Alcatel�

consid�er�ees �a la fois en temps de transactions et en temps calendaire� ceci permettant

de discuter les e�ets de la fr�equence de transactions�

Mots cl�es� Donn�ees haute�fr�equence� relation prix�volume� causalit�e� het�erogeneit�e

des investisseurs�

num�eros JEL� C��� C��� G�	� G��
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� Introduction

The empirical evidence documenting the relationship between prices and traded volumes is con�

stantly growing
 It has signi�cantly progressed since the market breaks of ���� and ���� with

episodes of high price volatility coupled with large trading volumes
 More recently� the implemen�

tation of electronic trading systems provided new areas of investigation for applied research due

to the accessibility of intraday data
 In the literature we now �nd empirical studies examining

the price�volume relationship in data sampled at various frequencies
 There exist studies involv�

ing daily data Tauchen� Pitts ������� Karpo� ������� Gallant� Rossi� Tauchen ������� Lamoureux�

Lastrapes ������� Jones� Kaul� Lipson �������� hourly or half�hourly data Mulherin� Gerety �������

Foster� Viswanathan �������� and high frequency data recorded in real time at unequal intervals

determined by trade arrivals see� Jones� Kaul� Lipson ������� Engle� Russell ������� Darolles�

Gourieroux� Lefol �������
 Although the empirical �ndings reported in these studies coincide to

some extent� a formal ground for comparison has not been established yet and inference based

on data observed at distinct sampling frequencies appears sometimes hard to reconcile
 For this

reason� researchers need to develop adequate procedures of temporal aggregation and learn to

distinguish for example� the proportional variation of daily volume attributed to volumes of indi�

vidual trades� from that due to the trade intensity Engle� Russell ������� Gourieroux� Jasiak� Lefol

�������
 Another di�culty stems from the necessity to aggregate outcomes of distinct individual

behaviors� and various strategies on a given trading day
 The comparability of empirical results is

also disturbed by the diversity of markets due to the co�existence of order driven markets equipped

with electronic order matching devices e
g the Paris Bourse� the Toronto Stock Exchange� and

markets organized with market makers� like the New York Stock Exchange
 On markets belonging

to the last category we �nd intermediaries whose task is to ensure minimum liquidity
 Their role

on the order driven markets is automatically ful�lled by a speci�c type of order� called the market

order �
 It is executed at the best current market price and hence guarantees su�cient liquidity

for orders queued in the middle of the order book
 Moreover� there are selected investors who

provide liquidity at prices di�ering substantially from the market price� and bene�t in exchange

from lower transaction costs
 Among existing markets� we also distinguish markets involving single

price clearing auctions which take place at �xed times� studied among others by Tauchen and Pitts

������ and adopted as a general framework in a majority of theoretical papers� and continuous

auctions markets


Let us brie�y summarize some �stylized facts� concerning the price�volume relationship docu�

�Note the di�erence between the de�nition of market order on the NYSE� and on an order driven market� like

for example the Paris Bourse� In Paris� the �market order� is executed at the best current ask or bid price in the

order book� up to the volume available for this price� The eventually outstanding volume remains in the queue as

a limit order�
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mented in the literature�

i � The expected returns depend on traded volumes
 This dependence is interpreted in the

literature as a liquidity risk premium� and represents a counterpart of the volatility risk premium


The negative correlation is con�rmed by inference from simple linear regressions of returns on

volumes� disregarding the volatility e�ect
 Surprisingly� linear regressions involving explanatory

variables other than volume produce contradictory evidence
 It is hence unclear to what extent

the negative sign of the regression coe�cient on volume depends on the presence and type of other

regressors
 Equivalently the sign of the volatility risk premium depends on the information set

available to econometricians
 It seems that the presence of volume as an explanatory variable

does not alter the sign of correlation
 Indeed� Gallant� Rossi and Tauchen ������ found a positive

return�volatility relationship after introducing the lagged volume as a conditioning variable


ii � The early empirical investigations were focused on the contemporaneous relationship be�

tween the absolute values of price changes as proxy for volatility and volumes� and documented a

positive correlation between these variables
 see� e
g
 Tauchen� Pitts ������� and Karpo� ������

for a survey�
 In particular Lamoureux� Lastrapes ������ showed that volume contains signi�cant

information to improve the prediction of price volatility


iii � There also exist evidence for reverse e�ects
 The prediction of intratrade durations� which

partially determine the daily exchanged volume� is improved by conditioning on lagged prices or

lagged volatilities
 Such causal relationship has been systematically revealed by studies on high

frequency data based on ACD�GARCH models� AutoregressiveMultinomial models  Engle� Russell

������� or models involving the birth and death processes  Darolles� Gourieroux� Lefol �������


iv� The dynamic relationship between prices and volumes is highly nonlinear� and can not be

su�ciently explored by studies involving only the �rst and second order conditional moments
 For

example� the leverage e�ect� i
e
 the asymmetric volatility response to positive and negative changes

in prices� becomes substantially attenuated by conditioning on lagged volumes
 The nonlinearity

justi�es the growing interest in nonparametric analysis of price and volume dynamics Gallant�

Rossi� Tauchen �������


v� At a daily sampling frequency� the linear volatility�volume relationship may even disappear

when the number of transactions is included in the set of conditioning variables Jones� Kaul� Lipson

�������
 It is not clear whether this result would hold if nonlinear patterns were accommodated�

and data sampled at higher frequencies were considered


Several of these issues were also addressed in theoretical contributions
 From the theoretical

perspectives� an analysis of the price�volume relationship has to be performed under the assumption

of an incomplete market where the past prices do not convey all necessary information
 This

approach was adopted for prices and volumes examined in the market equilibrium framework by
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Admati� Pfeiderer ������� Tauchen� Pitts ������� Hu�man ������ ������ Ketterer� Marcet �������

Wang ������ and He and Wang ������
 These authors introduced a sequence of equilibria or only

one equilibrium� occurring at some predetermined times
 It has to be emphasized that this setup

corresponds to a multiple clearing auction market and not to a continuous matching process
 At

equilibrium the only incentive for investors to trade is their heterogeneity in terms of available

information� investment opportunities or tax constraints Constantinides �������
 The prices and

volumes are determined by matching the demand and supply at �xed dates
 Both the equilibrium

prices and volumes depend on the degree of heterogeneity which creates the perceived relationship

between these variables


A similar argument of heterogeneity driven market may be put forward in the context of

continuous auction markets
 There exist several yet unexplored issues concerning the temporal

dependencies of the order queue dynamics i
e
 the impact of the market history on the arrivals and

cancellations of orders� the prices� volumes and times of trades
 A microstructure dynamic model

representing these phenomena has not yet been proposed
 We outline below some insights on the

volume�price relationship provided by the microstructure theory


Initially� market liquidity was considered as a factor generating the price�volume relationship


Consider a stock which is not highly ranked in terms of liquidity
 A transaction involving signi�cant

volume� even not motivated by some speci�c information release� may a�ect the price of this stock


In general this e�ect is instantaneous and triggers a price decline if the trade is initiated by the

supply side of the market or a price increase otherwise
 The magnitude of price increments depends

on the slopes of bid and ask functions showing the unitary prices of volume for the priority to be

served instantaneously
 For example� Black ������ assumed that an immediate block trade results

in a price movement proportional to the size of the block and interpreted it as an opportunity

cost
 Consequently� one would expect this cost to be included in the expected return� creating

the aforementioned liquidity premium
 In intermediate term we can expect to see a negative

relationship between the expected return and some liquidity measures� like for example the daily

volume
 However the instantaneous and intermediate term e�ects may only be partially observable

for various reasons
 Since the �rst lines of the order book are nowadays revealed through electronic

trading systems� an investor may potentially choose to place his�her order when the depth of these

�rst lines� i
e
 the queued volume is su�ciently large
 However this strategy is only admissible

if the investor is not required to trade before a �xed deadline
 This is why it may be useful

to distinguish between the patient investors who provide liquidity and the rushed investors who

demand it see e
g
 Harris ������� Handa� Schwartz �������


Numerous microstructure models analyze the trading dynamics in the framework of asymmetric

information
 The common assumption presumes the existence of investors who are better informed
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than the rest of market participants� including other investors and market makers� given the time

and environment
 The well informed traders try to take advantage of their privileged information

by selecting appropriate trading strategies
 However their actions are observed by the market

makers� or even by all remaining investors on the order driven markets� through the revealed order

books
 Hence� they can infer from the behavior of informed investors about the content of their

private information
 The majority of theoretical studies focus on the price discovery process �i
e


the joint dynamics of trading prices and spreads� and suppose �xed trading dates and traded

volumes
 Moreover� in general three types of protagonists are considered� the informed traders�

the uninformed ones and the market makers� and therefore such approach does not represent the

dynamics of order driven markets with electronic matching procedures
 Among models falling

into this category we �nd Kyle ������� Glosten� Milgrom ������� Admati� Pfeiderer ������ ������

Grundy� McNichols������� Foster� Viswanathan ������ ������ Blume et al
 ������
 The argument

of asymmetric information may also hold in a price�volume analysis
 An investor who believes

that the current price signi�cantly underestimates the fundamental value will attempt to buy a

volume of shares depending on the size of the underestimation bias� the slopes of the bid and ask

functions and the transaction costs
 Therefore� by introducing the size of trade variable we end

up facing an adverse selection problem in the context of security trading Pfeiderer ������� Kim�

Verecchia �������
 Our trader�s behavior suggests a positive relationship between absolute price

changes and traded volumes
 He may eventually camou�age his activity by trading sequentially

small volumes instead of executing one large transaction
 This last strategy could attenuate the

positive sign of the relationship� although the �nal outcome would depend on the proportion of

uninformed traders Holden� Subrahmanyan �������


Information and liquidity� the key factors driving trades on �nancial markets can create joint

e�ects� discussed by Admati� Pfeiderer ������
 The authors distinguish between nondiscretionary

liquidity traders who have to trade at a particular time� and discretionary liquidity traders who

are free to choose the time of trade
 Admati and Pfeiderer found that if acquisition of information

is endogenous� in equilibrium more traders become informed in periods of concentrated liquidity

trading and prices are more informative


The various approaches to price�volume relationship described above rely on a common as�

sumption of heterogeneous traders� who may be time constrained or not� supplying or consuming

liquidity� and �nally� informed or not
 Can we substitute for the price�volume analysis a study

of the dynamics of these heterogeneous groups� A major di�culty involved in this task is the

nonobservability of traders� identities and characteristics contrary to prices and volumes
 Still we

can learn about the latent heterogeneity by investigating the joint behavior of returns and vol�

umes
 This is the objective of our paper� where we explain how to identify di�erent endogenous
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trading regimes
 These regimes are determined by signi�cant downwards and upwards price move�

ments and small and large traded volumes
 The core of the paper constitutes the selection of price

and volume thresholds de�ning the limits between the bear and bull markets and small and large

volumes� respectively� called the optimal state selection


The paper is organized as follows� in section � we consider an univariate series of stock prices

and a dichotomous qualitative process characterizing the price dynamics
 The qualitative process

is next modeled by a two state Markov chain with a transition matrix parametrized alternatively

by probabilities of one step transitions� and by the adjustment speed and the long run equilibrium

probability
 The parameters can consistently be estimated using methods related to the standard

regression analysis
 This section also covers state selection yielding uncorrelated qualitative price

processes
 The qualitative bivariate Markov speci�cation provides a convenient framework for

inference on nonlinear causal links between prices and volumes
 In section � we consider the cor�

responding transition probability matrix and determine the relationship between the multivariate

state transition probabilities and the coe�cients of a multivariate SUR model
 Next� we propose

causality tests involving linear regression coe�cients
 We �nally discuss the optimal state selec�

tion criteria
 Among them we consider thresholds maximizing the causal relationship between

volume and returns in a two state process
 The empirical results are presented in section � where

we analyse high frequency data for the Alcatel stock traded on the Paris Bourse
 Two sampling

schemes� corresponding to the transaction and calendar time� respectively are examined
 Section

� concludes the paper
 Technical details are presented in the Appendix


� Univariate Dynamic Patterns

In this section we investigate the dynamics of a Markov chain �Zt� making transitions between two

states � and �
 For ease of exposition� we consider the Markov process of order one� although the

results and interpretations can easily be extended to any higher order processes


��� Financial Applications

The two state framework may be used in various ways to analyze the trading process� i
e
 stock

prices and volumes
 The states are distinguished according to some dichotomous qualitative fea�

tures of the quantitative series of prices and volumes
 For example we can consider�

a� the direction �increase or decrease� of the price �or log�price� evolution�

Zt �

�
�� if log�pt�� log�pt��� � ��
�� otherwise


b� the comparison of price modi�cation with a given threshold not necessarily equal to zero�
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Zt�c� �

�
�� if log�pt�� log�pt��� � c�
�� otherwise


This approach can be applied to compare the price evolution with the behavior of the riskfree

asset� by choosing c � log�� � r�� where r is the riskfree rate


There exist other possibilities of threshold selection which may also be considered for �nancial

analysis
 For instance� we may �x c at a very large value resp
 small value� in an analysis of

the dynamics of positive resp
 negative � extreme returns
 This state speci�cation can further be

adapted to a multistate setup where� for example� several price modi�cations are distinguished


c� The qualitative analysis may also be used to study the dynamics of the trade initiating

side of the market by verifying if the observed trading prices correspond to asks or bids Hedvall�

Rosenquist ��������

Zt �

�
�� if pt � askt�
�� if pt � bidt


d� Some other qualitative features may concern joint trading� for example involving substitution

between an underlying asset and a derivative�

Zt �

�
�� if both asset and option are traded between t and t��t�

�� otherwise�

where �t is a predetermined time interval


e� Finally we may also examine some features of the volume series and� for example distinguish

trades of small and large sizes�

Zt �

�
�� if vt � c�

�� otherwise


��� Parametrization of the Transition Matrix

The one step transition probabilities of Zt are�

P �Zt � i j Zt�� � j� � �ij �

where i � �� � and j � �� �


The transition matrix is the � � � matrix�

� �

�
��� ���

��� ���

�
�

where� ��� ���� � ��� ���� � �� �ij � ���i� j
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The transition matrix � has two eigenvalues� one of them is equal to �� the other one is�

� � ��� ���� � � � ��� �����

with a modulus less than �


The limiting �stationary� probability distribution is�

�� � P �Zt � �� �
���

��� ����

� �� � P �Zt � �� �
���

��� ����

�

Clearly� the two parametric representation of the Markov chain dynamics involving ���������

or ��� ��� are equivalent
 We have indeed the following equality�

� � Id� ��� ������ ������������

��� Regression Interpretation of Transition Probabilities

The transition probabilities� the eigenvalue and the stationary distribution can be interpreted as

regression coe�cients
 Indeed the prediction of Zt given the information available at t� � is�

EZt j Zt��� � P Zt � � j Zt��� ��
��

� ���Zt�� � ������ Zt����

Therefore� if we consider the linear regression�

Zt � aZt�� � b��� Zt��� � ut� Eut j Zt��� � �� ��
��

or equivalently the linear regression with a constant term�

Zt � �Zt�� � b� ut� Eut j Zt��� � ��

we deduce that

a � ���� b � ����

and

� � ��� ���� � ��

The coe�cient � can be interpreted as an adjustment speed and coincides with the second eigen�

value
 Moreover the previous regression may also be written �
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Zt �m � ��Zt�� �m� � ut� Eut j Zt��� � �� ��
��

where m � EZt� � P Zt � �� � �� is the marginal probability of state �


The regression�based estimation of transition probabilities is straightforward
 The least squares

estimators �a and �b are given by�

�
�a
�b

�
�

� P
Z�
t��

P
Zt����� Zt���P

Zt����� Zt���
P

��� Zt���
�

���� P
ZtZt��P

Zt��� Zt���

�

�

�
T� �
� T�

����
T� ����

T� ����

�
�

�
����

����

�
�

with T� being the number of observations for which Z � � and T� the number of observations for

which Z � �
 The least squares estimators are equal to the empirical frequencies� and coincide

with the maximum likelihood �ML� estimators of ��� and ���
 Hence� the ML estimators can be

obtained by the least squares applied to regression ��
�� or ��
�� using standard software


��� The Uncorrelated States Speci�cation

In example b� of qualitative processes representing returns� we de�ned a family of Markov chains

indexed by the threshold c
 At this point we have to emphasize that the Markov property is

not invariant with respect to the selected c and� in general� a Markov chain Zt�c�� does not

remain Markov for a di�erent state selection threshold c �� c�
 For this reason it is necessary to

identify all possible c yielding processes featuring the desired properties
 Markov chains represent

several advantages for empirical analysis due to their simple temporal dependence structure and

predictability


In this section we study the dynamics of the chain �Zt�c� � �yt�c� and its dependence on the

selected c
 In particular� we investigate to what extent the serial correlation of the underlying series

is altered by imposing a qualitative representation
 There exists empirical evidence suggesting that

even if returns exhibit some temporal dependence when analyzed as a quantitative process� serial

correlation may disappear in a qualitative series of sign change indicators


In the �rst step we specify the relationship between the threshold c and the �rst order autocor�

relation as a function of c
 For applied work we introduce the empirical �rst order autocorrelation

��T �c�
 We de�ne the threshold estimator�

 cT � min
c

��T �c�
��
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which approximates the c value providing the lowest absolute value of the �rst order autocorre�

lation
 Since the estimated �rst order autocorrelation is a stepwise function of c� the solution �cT

may not be unique or appear as a solution of the �rst order conditions
 Hence� it may be use�

ful to introduce a smoothed �rst order autocorrelogram involving the empirical autocorrelations

��T�k�c� of Zt�k! c� � F
�
Yt�c
k

�
� where F is a given c
d
f
� for example a standard normal� and k is

a bandwidth
 The corresponding estimator of minimal correlation threshold is�

�cT�k � min
c

���T�k�c��

The following property is proved in the Appendix�

Property ��

Let �Yt� be a strongly stationary process with a continuous density function and consider a

qualitative process de�ned by Zt�c� � �Yt�c
 Under regularity conditions given in the Appendix

and if the theoretical �rst order autocorrelation

c� ��c�

admits a unique zero �rst order autocorrelation threshold c�� then for T � �� and k � � at an

appropriate rate�

i� �cT�k is a consistent estimator of c�!

ii� For T su�ciently large ��T�k�cT�k� � �


iii� �cT�k is asymptotically normal� with

V arasy�
p
T ��cT�k � c��� �

�
f�c��

P �Yt�� � c�jYt � c�� � P �Yt � c�jYt�� � c��� �P �Yt � c��

P �Yt � c����� P �Yt � c���

��

�

where f��� is the marginal density of Yt


The second condition can be used to detect the existence of a zero �rst order autocorrelation

threshold c�
 Indeed if the zero autocorrelation threshold does not exist� the minimum of �� is

strictly positive and the same holds asymptotically for ���T�k�cT�k�


This approach may be directly extended to accommodate autocorrelations of higher orders by

estimating thresholds�

�cT�k�h� � min
c

��T�k�h! c��
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where ��T�k�h! c� is the smoothed autocorrelation of order h of �Zt�c��
 In the next step� the

estimated thresholds �cT�k�h� may be compared
 For example� the existence of a threshold c� such

that �cT�k�h� � c�� �h � � and ��T�kc
�� are close to zero for h � � is a strong evidence in favor of

�Zt�c�� being a white noise


� Causality Tests

The Markov chain approach can be extended to a bivariate setup for a joint analysis of returns and

volumes
 In this section we study causal relations between the series and develop various inference

methods
 For clarity of exposition� the assumption of Markov processes of order one is maintained


We introduce thresholds distinguishing positive and negative signs of price changes� and large

and small volumes�

Zt�a� �

�
�� if log�pt�� log�pt��� � a�
�� otherwise�

Yt�c� �

�
�� if vt � c�
�� otherwise


and consider the qualitative bivariate process Yt�c�� Zt�a��
� of returns and volumes
 The transition

probabilities de�ned by�

P �Zt � i� Yt � jjZt�� � k� Yt�� � l� � �ijjkl� i� j� k� l � �� �

form a matrix with eigenvalues �� ��� ��� ��
 By analogy to the univariate approach� we denote the

stationary probabilities by m���m���m���m��


��� A SUR Representation of the Markov Chain

The bivariate model� like its univariate analogue discussed in section �� can be equivalently repre�

sented by regressions
 Consider the following SUR model Zellner ��������

ZtYt � ��� � ���j��Zt��Yt�� � ���j��Zt����� Yt��� � ���j����� Zt���Yt�� � u��t�

Zt��� Yt� � ��� � ���j��Zt��Yt�� � ���j��Zt����� Yt��� � ���j����� Zt���Yt�� � u��t�

��� Zt�Yt � ��� � ���j��Zt��Yt�� � ���j��Zt����� Yt��� � ���j����� Zt���Yt�� � u��t�

The matrix representation of the system of equations is�

�
� ZtYt �m��

Zt��� Yt��m��

��� Zt�Yt �m��

�
A � A

�
� Zt��Yt�� �m��

Zt����� Yt����m��

��� Zt���Yt�� �m��

�
A� ut� ��
��
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where E�utjZt��� Yt��� � �
 We obtain a new parametrization of the transition matrix in terms

of limiting probabilities �� parameters� and the matrix of adjustment speed coe�cients A � �

parameters�
 The eigenvalues of A are denoted by ��� ��� ��
 Again� like in the univariate case� the

maximum likelihood estimation of transition probabilities is equivalent to the least squares applied

to the SUR model


��� The Noncausality Hypotheses

Let us now consider the noncausality hypotheses
 By de�nition Geweke �������Granger �������

Y does not cause Zt if the conditional density of Zt given Yt��� Zt�� is equal to the density of Zt

given Zt�� only
 This condition can be transformed into a set of linear constraints involving the

parameters of the SUR model
 From this speci�cation we deduce�

Zt � ��� � ��� � ����j�� � ���j���Zt��Yt�� � ����j�� � ���j���Zt����� Yt����

����j�� � ���j������ Zt���Yt�� � u��t � u��t�

When Yt�� � � the deterministic part of the model is�

��� � ��� � ����j�� � ���j��� � ����j�� � ���j�� � ���j�� � ���j���Zt���

while for Yt�� � � the expression simpli�es to�

��� � ��� � ����j�� � ���j���Zt���

The null hypothesis of noncausality can be written�

H�
Y�Z � f���j�� � ���j�� � �� ���j�� � ���j�� � ���j�� � ���j�� � �g�

Similarly� other noncausality hypotheses may also be written in terms of regression parameters


Thus� the null hypothesis of noncausality from Z to Y is�

H�
Z�Y � f���j�� � ���j�� � �� ���j�� � ���j�� � ���j�� � ���j�� � �g�

while the null hypothesis of instantaneous noncausality between Z and Y is satis�ed when the

deterministic part of ZtYt is the product of the deterministic parts of Zt and Yt
 We deduce four

constraints which de�ne this null hypothesis H�
Z�Y �
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��� � ���j�� � ���j�� � ���j�� �

f��� � ��� � ����j�� � ���j���� ����j�� � ���j���� ����j�� � ���j���g

f��� � ��� � ����j�� � ���j���� ����j�� � ���j���� ����j�� � ���j���g�

���j�� � ����j�� � ���j�������j�� � ���j����

���j�� � ����j�� � ���j�������j�� � ���j����

���j�� � ����j�� � ���j�������j�� � ���j����

��� Additional Regressions for Causality Analysis

In the previous subsection� the nonlinear causality analysis of a bivariate Markov chain was based

on regressions involving nonlinear qualitative regressors
 We show below supplementary regressions

corresponding to each type of causality
 This approach greatly simpli�es the computation of test

statistics


i� Unidirectional causality from Z to Y�

Let us consider the regression�

Yt � ��� � ���j��Yt�� � ���j��Zt�� � ���j��Yt��Zt�� � u���t�

The hypothesis of noncausality from Z to Y corresponds to the constraints�

H�
Z�Y � f���j�� � ���j�� � �g
 Interestingly� if the hypothesis is rejected we can �nd out if this

outcome is due to the presence of uniquely linear dependencies
 For this purpose� we can test if

���j�� � � and ���j�� �� �


ii� Unidirectional causality from Y to Z


The regression to consider is symmetric to the previous one�

Zt � ��� � ���j��Yt�� � ���j��Zt�� � ���j��Yt��Zt�� � u���t�

and the null hypothesis of noncausality is �

H�
Y�Z � f���j�� � ���j�� � �g�

iii� Instantaneous causality between Y and Z


The instantaneous noncausality concerns the absence of in�uence of the current value of Zt

in the conditional distribution of Yt given Zt� Yt��� Zt��
 The regression corresponding to the

conditional distribution contains eight regressors�
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Yt � ���	���Zt�	���Yt���	���Zt���	���ZtYt����	���ZtZt���	���Yt��Zt���	���ZtYt��Zt���v��t�

The null hypothesis is�

H�
Z�Y � f	��� � 	��� � 	��� � 	��� � �g�

A rejection may be due either to the lack of a linear relation of Yt with Zt� or to interactions of

order two� or of order three between the variables


��� Volume State Speci�cation and Causality

In the causality analysis presented above we assumed that the threshold de�ning the states of

the qualitative volume process is �xed and set� for example at the average volume per trade


Intuitively� we might expect that the state speci�cation matters in causality inference
 The volume

threshold selection is ultimately oriented towards distinguishing two types of traders revealed by

the size of their trades
 Accordingly we focus on two groups of investors trading large or small

volumes� respectively
 The microstructure theory suggests that the subpopulations of traders�

like the informed and uninformed ones are homogeneous in terms of their strategies concerning

the prices and volumes of individual trades
 This result justi�es a simplifying assumption of

the consistency of strategies within subgroups we introduce below for further analysis
 Our �nal

approach can be summarized as follows�

Under the assumption on the consistency of traders behavior� we discriminate between the

two subpopulations of traders by searching the limiting value c providing the strongest causality

from volume to price
 We outline below one among several possible formal procedures� For each

level of c� we compute the chi�square test statistics 
�c� for testing the hypothesis of noncausality

from volume to returns
 We know that 
�c� is a measure of the strength of the causal relation

Gourieroux� Monfort� Renault �������
 Hence the threshold estimate�

�cT � Argmax
c


�c��

�or a smoothed version of this estimator� can be used as the discriminating level


� Empirical Results

We examine returns and volumes of trades of the Alcatel stock� recorded on the Paris Stock

Exchange �Paris Bourse� in July and August ���� �Figure �
��
 Prior to estimation� the opening
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trades the simultaneous trades concealing split orders resp
� were deleted aggregated resp
�
 The

data set consists of ����� observations on returns �� log�pt�� and volume by trade �vt � log�Vt��


The �rst series has sample mean ��
��E��� variance �
���E��� and takes values from the interval

��
����� �
�����
 The volume series has sample mean �
����� variance ��
����� and observations

varying in the interval �
����� ���
�����


We proceed in two steps by investigating separately the data in transaction and calendar times


A unitary increment in transaction time is set by a trade arrival� disregarding the length of the

waiting time between transactions
 Conventionally� a unitary increment in calendar time corre�

sponds to an integer multiple of one minute and may eventually be arbitrarily selected� depending

on the sampling frequency of the data
 In our analysis we use a � minute grid which roughly

corresponds to an average duration between arrivals of Alcatel trades ���
�� sec�
 The comparison

of results obtained from the calendar time and real time data is expected to reveal the e�ect of

the frequency of trades� which is one of liquidity determinants


��� Analysis in Trading Time

�i� Univariate analysis for �xed price and volume thresholds


We consider the qualitative return series de�ned by the sign of price modi�cation Zt��� �

��log pt��� where t is the trade index� and the volume series Yt�c� � �vt�c� where vt denotes the

volume observed at trade t and c is the sample mean


There are ����� observations on non�negative returns and ���� on strictly negative ones
 The

estimated stationary probability of the �up� state �m is �
���� with standard error �
����� while

the estimated speed adjustment coe�cient �� is ��
���� with standard error �
����
 The negative

sign of adjustment speed indicates the presence of �uctuations in the returns and is likely related

to the so�called bid�ask bounce
 Indeed� the trades can be initiated by either demand or supply

side of the market resulting in an upcoming trading price equal to an ask or a bid price
 To some

extent� �uctuations of transaction prices� and therefore return �uctuations are due to the dynamics

of ask or bid price selection process


The state de�ning threshold in the volume series is �xed at the sample mean �
����
 The

volume is above or at the average level in ���� transactions� and strictly below in �����
 The

estimates of m and � are �
���� and �
����� with standard errors �
���� and �
���� respectively


We note that the estimator �m is far below �
� indicating that the average volume traded by tick

is far less than the median �
����
 Hence� in the long run there is less probability of occurrence of

state � than �


Qualitative data also reveal time variation of transition probabilities
 We repeat the estimation

of the m and � coe�cients over consecutive hourly intervals
 Figures �
� a and b present the
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trajectory of the �m parameter in the return and volume series together with their con�dence

intervals� whereas Figures �
� a and b display the dynamics of �� in both series
 To detect eventual

intraday periodic patterns� we averaged the results over all days for each of the seven hours of a

working day
 The results are collected in Tables �
� and �
�
 �upper panels�
 Let us �rst discuss the

return data
 As expected� the long run parameter m is less varying than the speed parameter� and

may be considered as time homogeneous except for trades before the market closure
 Concerning

the speed parameter� we observe some classical intraday seasonality� with higher absolute values

recorded after the opening or during the lunch period� especially shortly before the opening of the

London Stock Exchange �the period ������� or NYSE �the period ������ see� Gourieroux� Jasiak�

LeFol �������
 In the volume series� the intraday seasonality is more pronounced due to larger trades

occurring in the morning and in the afternoon� while heterogeneity in traded volumes increases

between �����
 We �nd that over this period� the adjustment speed is negative
 Surprisingly� in

the �rst hour of NYSE activity �� is in absolute value almost twice of its value during the rest of

the day


�ii� Correlation analysis and state selection for return series

Figure �
� shows the impact of the threshold selection on the autocorrelation pattern of returns


The panels ���� beginning with the top one� display the autocorrelograms of quantitative series

and three qualitative series corresponding to various thresholds equal to the mean� which is close

to zero� the ��th and ��th percentiles� respectively
 As expected the �rst order autocorrelation

is signi�cantly negative due to the bid�ask bounce
 Beyond the bid�ask e�ect� the higher order

autocorrelations in the quantitative series are not signi�cant
 This explains the random walk

behavior observed in data sampled at lower� constant frequencies
 We �nd that the autocorrelation

patterns of qualitative and quantitative processes di�er substantially for thresholds di�erent from

�� especially a longer range of persistence is observed in large returns
 The autocorrelograms of

the quantitative process and the qualitative process with zero threshold are quite similar


It is clear that the autocorrelation size as well as the range of persistence vary when thresholds

are modi�ed
 Figure �
�a displays the autocorrelation of order one in the return series as a function

of the threshold varying between the sample minimum and maximum
 The behavior of higher

order correlations is illustrated in Figure �
�b by the statistic Q� �
P��

i�� ��
�� estimated again for

thresholds varying between the sample minimum and maximum


We note that zero is a particular threshold for the return series� since the statistics ��� and

Q� are approximately even functions
 Moreover the portmanteau statistic Q� is close to zero for

c � �� whereas the �rst order autocorrelation is at maximum in absolute value in a neighborhood

of �
 This con�rms the interpretation of Figures �
� and justi�es the choice of zero threshold for
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the returns� as it yields a qualitative process with dynamics as close as possible to the dynamics

of the quantitative data


�iii� Causality analysis and state selection for volume series

There is a strong evidence of linear causality in the quantitative representations of return and

volume processes already known in the empirical literature
 The null hypothesis of absence of

unidirectional causality is rejected by standard t�tests of coe�cients in linear regressions of returns

�volume� on lagged returns and volume
 The estimated regressions are�

rt � ��������� ������rt�� � ��������vt��

vt � ������� ��������rt�� � ������vt��

vt � ������� ��������rt � ��������rt�� � ������vt��

where all coe�cients associated with the unidirectional causality hypotheses are signi�cant �un�

derlined� 
 As well� we reject the null hypothesis of absence of linear instantaneous causality in a

regression of volume on returns and past volume and returns


In the qualitative data de�ned by thresholds set at zero and the sample average for returns

and volumes� respectively� the inference on unidirectional and instantaneous causality is based on

the regression method �section �
��� and yields similar results see Table �
��
 Our analysis also

reveals signi�cant variation of causality directions in time Richard �������
 Figure �
� presents the

p�values of unidirectional causality tests repeated over daily subsamples
 The horizontal line at

�
�� separates the noncausality region �below� and the causality region �above�
 The two types of

unidirectional causality coexist on some days� but no one seems to be signi�cantly more frequent

than the other


The presence or absence of causality in the entire sample as well as its daily dynamics depend on

the selected volume threshold
 We illustrate this e�ect by plotting the values of the F�statistics for

volume threshold levels varying between the sample minimum and the ��
��th percentile in Figure

�
�
 The horizontal line at �
�� corresponds to the critical value of the F�test for the noncausality

hypothesis
 Within this interval we �nd the maximal causality from volume to returns for a

discriminating level of approximately �
��� which exceeds the average volume
 We also note that

for this value �close to the median of volume but less than the mean� causality from returns to

volume is almost eliminated
 Therefore this threshold is a good candidate for discriminating among

two categories of traders �see� section �
��
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��� Analysis in Calendar Time

The literature suggests that the dynamic properties in trading and calendar times may di�er due

to time deformation see e
g
 Ghysels� Gourieroux� Jasiak �������
 It has also been observed that

correlations in returns are� in general� weaker in trading time than in calendar time
 We will see

that this decrease in correlations is no longer observed when volumes are also taken into account


�i� Univariate analysis for �xed price and volume thresholds


The calendar time sample consists of ���� observations
 The empirical �rst two moments are

slightly modi�ed compared to real time data
 The returns have mean ��
��E��� variance �
���E���

while the volume�s average is �
���� and variance ��
����


There are ���� observations on returns in state � and ���� on returns in state �
 The estimated

�m is �
���� with standard error �
����� while �� is still negative� ��
���� with standard error �
����


The volume is classi�ed in two states using the threshold �
����� marginally lower than in real

time data
 The number of visits in state � is ����� and ���� in state �
 The coe�cient �m is �
�����

�still far below �
�� with standard error �
����� while �� is estimated at �
���� with standard error

�
����


Compared to real time� the stationary probabilities do not change signi�cantly what is com�

patible with the theoretical results on time deformed models Ghysels� Gourieroux� Jasiak �������


There is however a substantial decrease in the absolute value of speed adjustment
 The volume�s ��

in the entire sample decreased by almost �� "
 In the lower panels of Tables �
� and �
� we show

the average variation of estimates within hourly intervals
 There is less intraday variability in the

return speed adjustments and more in volume�s
 In volume� we �nd negative signs of �� during the

�rst three hours of the working day� while in real time this occurred only in the ����� period


�ii� Correlation analysis and state selection for return series

The resampling at equal intervals modi�es signi�cantly the serial correlation in the data
 There

remains one signi�cant� negative autocorrelation ���
��� in the quantitative return process� while

the persistence range of volume is reduced to two lags
 The �rst order autocorrelation function of

returns computed for varying thresholds can exhibit positive values �see Figure �
�a�
 However we

still �nd an even function� admitting an optimum around the zero threshold
 For this threshold

the absolute value of the �rst order autocorrelation is lower in calendar time than in real time


The Q� statistic computed for varying thresholds in Figure �
�b displays �ve local maximas�

compared to two in real time
 They are asymmetric with respect to zero and their number suggest

that some positive thresholds may create persistence range up to lag �� in calendar time


�iii� Causality analysis and state selection for volume series
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Compared to real time data� the quantitative processes of volume and returns are less correlated


There are signi�cant cross�correlations between lagged volume and returns at lags �� � and �� while

only at lag � are lagged returns correlated with volume
 We repeat the unidirectional one step

linear causality test based on regressions of volume �returns� on past volume and returns
 Since the

relevant coe�cients are not signi�cant� the null hypothesis of unidirectional noncausality can not

be rejected
 There is however strong evidence in favor of instantaneous causality
 The regressions

for linear causality are ��

rt � ��������� ������rt�� � ��������vt��

vt � ������� ������rt�� � ������vt��

vt � ������� ��������rt � ��������rt�� � ������vt��

Inference on qualitative data with thresholds zero and the sample average for returns and

volumes� respectively� is still based on the regression method for unidirectional relationships
 We

do not reject the null hypothesis of noncausality from returns to volume� but we strongly reject

the absence of causality from volume to returns as well as the lack of instantaneous causality


Therefore there exists a nonlinear causality from volume to returns see Table �
��


Figure �
� displays the relationship between the causality test statistics and the selected volume

thresholds
 Amazingly� the F test statistics admit lower values than in real time
 Similarly to the

real time results� there exists a threshold maximizing the unidirectional causality from volume

to returns� and for which the symmetric unidirectional causality is negligeable
 Moreover this

particular threshold is approximately the same as in real time
 We �nd a substantially larger

range of values eliminating causality from returns to volume� including the volume average


� Conclusions

This paper examined the dynamics of two�state Markov chains representing quantitative pro�

cesses of stock returns and volumes
 The transitions of the dichotomous qualitative processes

were parametrized by the transition probabilities or alternatively by the speed adjustment param�

eter and the stationary probability
 We introduced regression based estimators of the transition

parameters and extended the approach to multivariate analysis


The multiplicity of two�state representation allowed us to focus on qualitative processes fea�

turing some interesting properties
 We showed that the range of temporal dependence di�ers in

the quantitative and qualitative data and illustrated the autocorrelation behavior with respect to

�statistically signi�cant coe�cients are underlined
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the state speci�cation
 In particular� we found that serially correlated return processes can be

transformed into qualitative white noises by selecting an appropriate threshold separating the two

states


The qualitative processes of returns and volumes also display di�erent interactions compared to

the quantitative data
 In the bivariate setup� we investigated the volume�return relationship and

proposed various tests of noncausality hypotheses
 Our empirical results indicate that causality

directions vary in time and depend on the sampling scheme� such as the real or calendar time

scales
 We also illustrated the variation of the noncausality test statistic due to adjustments of the

state separating threshold
 Using the value of test statistic as a measure of strength for a causal

relation� we proposed a volume classi�cation based on thresholds maximizing the volume�return

causality
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Appendix �

PROOF OF PROPERTY �

�i� Consistency

When T � � and kT � �� the function ��T�k�c� tends a
s
 to ��c�
 When this convergence is

uniform� we deduce that �cT�k exists for T su�ciently large and tends a
s
 to c�


�ii� Asymptotic Distribution

For T su�ciently large� the estimator satis�es the �rst order condition�

��T�k��cT�k� � ��

Therefore by considering a �rst order expansion in a neighborhood of the limiting value c�� we

have�

p
T ��T�k�c�� � d��T�k�c��

dc

p
T ��cT�k � c�� � op���

� d��c��

dc

p
T ��cT�k � c�� � op����

or equivalently�

p
T ��cT�k � c�� �

	
d��c��

dc


��p
T ��T�k�c�� � op����

If kT tends to zero su�ciently fast we get�

p
T ��cT�k � c�� �

	
d��c��

dc


��p
T ��T �c�� � op����

For the value c�� we have ��c�� � � and it is known that�
p
T ��T �c��

d� N��� ��� see Fuller �������


Moreover� using conventional notation� we have�

d

dc
��c��� �

d

dc

	
���c��

���c��



�

�

���c��

d���c��

dc
�

	
d���c��

dc



c�c�

�

	
d

dc
E��Yt�c�Yt���c�



c�c�

�
�
d

dc
E��Yt�c��

�

�
c�c�

�

	
d

dc

Z �

c

Z �

c

f�yt� yt���dytdyt��



c�c�

� �P Yt � c��f�c��
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� �
Z �

c�

f�c�� yt���dyt�� �
Z �

c�

f�yt� c��dyt � �f�c��P Yt � c��

� �f�c��P Yt�� � c�jYt � c�� � P Yt � c�jYt�� � c��� �P Yt � c����
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FIG 4.1: Alcatel returns, 07-08.1996
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FIG 4.2a: RETURNS _______ m
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FIG 4.3a: RETURNS _______ alpha
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FIG 4.4 : REAL TIME: threshold effect in return persistence
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FIG 4.5a Correlation at lag 1 for varying thresholds
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FIG 4.5b Q*-statistic for varying thresholds 
        lags 2 to 10
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Table �
�

Hourly averages of m and � coe�cients

ALCATEL RETURNS �Z�t� � � if ret�t� � ��

REAL TIME

hour mean m S
D
 mean alpha S
D


��#�� �
���� �
���� #�
���� �
����
��#�� �
���� �
���� #�
���� �
����
��#�� �
���� �
���� #�
���� �
����
��#�� �
���� �
���� #�
���� �
����
��#�� �
���� �
���� #�
���� �
����
��#�� �
���� �
���� #�
���� �
����
��#�� �
���� �
���� #�
���� �
����

CALENDAR TIME

��#�� �
���� �
���� #�
���� �
����
��#�� �
���� �
���� #�
���� �
����
��#�� �
���� �
���� #�
���� �
����
��#�� �
���� �
���� #�
���� �
����
��#�� �
���� �
���� #�
���� �
����
��#�� �
���� �
���� #�
���� �
����
��#�� �
���� �
���� #�
���� �
����
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Table �
�

Hourly averages of m and � coe�cients

ALCATEL VOLUME �Z�t� � � if vol�t� � mean�vol��

REAL TIME

hour mean m S
D
 mean alpha S
D


��#�� �
���� �
���� �
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���� �
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����
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����
��#�� �
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���� �
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����
��#�� �
���� �
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���� �
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CALENDAR TIME
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���� #�
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Table �
�� REAL TIME� CAUSALITY

UNIDIRECTIONAL

PARAMETER EST S�E� PARAMETER EST S�E�

��� �
���� �
���� ��� �
���� �
����

���j�� �
���� �
���� ���j�� #�
���� �
����

���j�� #�
���� �
���� ���j�� #�
���� �
����

���j�� #�
���� �
���� ���j�� �
���� �
����

F�test� ��
��� p�value � ����� F�test� ���
��� p�value � �����

INSTANTANEOUS

PARAMETER EST S�E� PARAMETER EST S�E�

�� �
���� �
���� 	��� �
���� �
����

	��� #�
���� �
���� 	��� �
���� �
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Table �
�� CALENDAR TIME� CAUSALITY

UNIDIRECTIONAL

PARAMETER EST S�E� PARAMETER EST S�E�
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���j�� �
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���� ���j�� #�
���� �
����

���j�� #�
���� �
���� ���j�� #�
���� �
����

���j�� #�
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����

F�test� �
��� p�value � ������ F�test� ��
��� p�value � �����

INSTANTANEOUS

PARAMETER EST S�E� PARAMETER EST S�E�

�� �
���� �
���� 	��� �
���� �
����

	��� #�
���� �
���� 	��� �
���� �
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